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April meeting
April 6, 2006

Secretary's report
The Secretary informed the meeting that
there were 145 members in the club as of
the meeting, and that cards are available for
new members.

Dean said that he would start setting up the
adopt-a-school program for the club, which
is part of our effort to keep Gold Leader
Club status.

Rex also informed the meeting that the Mall
show will be June 24th at Sunrise Mall. He
The meeting was informed of club account would like an idea of how many people will
balances and of the expenses and earnings show up, so if you are interested in
Mather Aerospace Modelers President
attending, please contact either Rex or
Richard Malinowski commenced the meeting from last month’s raffle and about other
Richard.
miscellaneous
expenses.
For
a
detailed
at 7:40. He announced that the meeting will
report,
please
attend
one
of
the
monthly
be the first to employ new rules about new
meetings or contact Hank Pajari, the
business, which say that new business that
is to be mentioned at the meeting, unless it is treasurer.
of emergency nature and has to be resolved Safety report
immediately, must be brought to the attention A member of the meeting said that since
of the president in advance. He said that this now logs had been moved around in the
is to make the meeting process more
parking lot, members should watch out
efficient.
when backing up their cars.

Treasurer's report

Richard then asked for new members and
Guests. There were two newly joined
members and no guests.

Old Business
Richard informed the meeting that annual
corporate report is ready and is available
from the club upon written request.

Dean gave a report about the Capital Air
Show where some members of our club
Richard thanked everybody for the hard work
volunteered. He said that over two days,
Richard also informed the meeting that he
involved in building the fence around the
160,000 people attended the air show, and
had been talking to a county representative that because the volunteers from our club
flying field, and that he is proud of being the
president of a club that can pull together like who is in charge of selling the land where
wore our club t-shirts and our club sign was
this, building a fence from scratch in one day. the club is, and he was informed that even if displayed at the entrance, our club got
the land is sold, an environmental impact
positive exposure and several people asked
study has to be made which would take at
about our club.
least a year, meaning that our flying field is
safe for now. Nevertheless, Richard said
that there is still a very real threat of the
flying field being closed down if full scale
aircraft traffic has to be redirected because
the "no model flying above 400 feet" rule is
breached.

President’s message

The site committee will meet in April so that
possible sites for the club are considered if
the land is sold and so that sites without the
400 feet restrictions are looked into.
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Dave Sullivan and Richard gave a report
about the fence. The meeting was informed
that the fence project only slightly
surpassed the spending cap set at the
meeting, but this was due to the fence caps.
Dave said that many people worked to
construct the fence, more than shown on
the website. He said that he had tried to
build a fence during his presidency, but the
costs were too high, and said that he was
finally tired of the vandalism and non-AMA
reckless flying. He thanked several people
for their hard work. He thanked Scott
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A motion was made to include Scott as a
honorary member for the massive amount
of material and time he had donated to the
club and without whom the project would
have been extremely hard, if not
impossible, to complete in budget. The

create an anti-car barrier. Dave suggested
a spending cap of 175 to 250 dollars for this
day. A motion was made to make a
300-dollar spending cap. The motion was
seconded and approved.

motion was seconded and approved.

Pile it award

Richard informed the meeting that the
county representative with whom he had
spoken said that the county had nothing
against the fence.
Richard then informed the meeting of the
lock policy for the gates. He said that now
the gates will be locked and for members to
get the combination they must go to RC
Country where they will also receive a gate
operation instruction. Richard then
informed the meeting of the gate operating
instructions and gave the meeting the code.
He emphasized that the code must not be
disclozed to anyone. Each member should
receive the code only from the the club.

The Pile-it award was postponed until next
month because it is at a member's house.
Dave informed the meeting that there will
we another work day concerning the fence
After show and tell followed by the raffle the
when logs donated by the Davis Glider Club Richard adjourned the meeting.
will be moved into place at the club to

New Business

Sanders for contributing massively to the
project by bringing materials, and tools
including the cables, poles, paint and the
welder and for staying for the whole day. He
also thanked the entire Bigler family for their
hard work, and he thanked Pete, who dug
the holes for all the poles and Karl, who
showed up after work and painted the
cable.

URGENT
Mather Aerospace Modelers is looking for
volunteer for Contest Director of Open Field Day
scheduled for August 5th 2006.

Show-n-Tell
Karl brought his Shrike ARF with Webra 55 with a Mac tuned pipe. He said that he made a few modifications to the plane,
strengthening it to withstand hard maneuvers and high-speed flight. He said that the ARF was easy to build and that the hardest part
was cutting the monocote off the fuselage to attach the wings. Unfortunately no one took a photo of that georgeous plane

Information for May 4th meeting from the President
First week passed after new locks were installed at the field. Members are getting
used to it following Gate Locking Rules. However there were still some incidents
where the gate was not locked for the night or the open padlock was left hanging
from the gate with the secret combo exposed. So far I have been informed about
two incidents when the gate was not locked for the night. One padlock got already
stolen. I also noticed that some members give the combo to fellow modelers, when
they are asked for it. Remember, that every member must be signed off for
understanding the Gate Locking Rules before receiving the combo.
I believe these practices will stop soon. However if we feel, that the security of our
field has been breached, we will need to change the combination code and then go
through the whole hassle again. If members can not protect their own field, no one will
do.

If you notice any problem with the field’s security please contact me or any club’s
officer immediately.
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Raffle
The Raffle included gift certificates, CA glue and Glow drivers generously donated by RC Country.

Stan Evans won an LA Flyer ARF

Les Gerke won a Shock Flyer

Ed Sutter won a CR-1 from Planebender Product

Dave Edwards won a set of a bottle of CA glue and a glow drive

Dean Stanson won another gift certificate.

Stan Evans won another set of a bottle of CA glue and a glow driver

John Stuart won a bottle of CA

John Stuart won a gift certificate

Karl won another bottle of CA

THANK

YOU

The Mather Aerospace Modelers would like to thank
Chet and Terry, owners of RC Country, for their continued
dedicated support of our club. With your generous
contributions and subsidies we have historically had
successful raffles at our monthly meetings and events.
California Capitol Air Show
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From the Prop Masters RC Aero Club, Downers Grove IL

Preflight Inspection
by Ivan Cankov
Preflight training teaches the student how to inspect and prepare his model for flight. Like full-scale airplanes, a
model airplane flight does not start with takeoff and end with landing. It starts with preflight inspection and ends
with inspecting the airplane for any damage because of hard landings or suspicious behavior during flight. As are
full-scale airplanes, our model airplanes are complex machines. To ensure a successful flight we must make
sure that all components are in proper working order.
We are in this hobby mainly for the fun, but we all crash—we just don’t know when. Even trainer models flown
with an instructor using a buddy box will crash. The causes can be component failure or pilot error; yes,
instructors err too.
To keep it fun we have to follow safety rules—both general safety rules as well as specific rules that apply to our
model aircraft field. Students must learn to follow these rules to ensure that all pilots and spectators are safe and
property damage, if any, is limited to our model airplanes only. Safety is of concern to everybody—all pilots at the
field whether club members or not, flying or not, spectators, and people just passing by. All model-aircraft pilots
should enforce the rules and make bystanders aware of potential hazard areas around the field.
Inspection of a new airplane starts with checking the integrity of the main glue joints and all screws. A student’s
model comes to the field already assembled so it’s not possible to thoroughly check whether it is perfectly put
together—whether it’s scratch-built, built from a kit, ARF, or RTF. Despite this, an instructor is able to check the
components that are likely to fail under stress during flight. These likely failures are the wing joint, tail feathers,
control surfaces, landing gear, engine mount, and firewall.
Models are not considered airworthy if there are any problems found. Remember, you’re a winner when you get
your airplane(s) home in one piece even if you haven’t flown them. Any problem(s) found need to be fixed and
another inspection performed. Some of the problems can be fixed right at the field. Others require more time and
the convenience of a workshop.
Test the wings by placing the center flat on your chest and pulling the wingtips with a reasonable force.
Performed the test in both directions—top and bottom of the wing. The joint should not crack. Some ARF and
RTF manuals state to use tape or small plastic straps and screws to hold the wing halves together. My advice is
to glue the wing halves together using 30-minute epoxy unless the wing is specifically designed to use a different
method, such as the NexSTAR wing.
Pulling the tail feathers up, down, and sideways should not move them. Again some ARFs and RTFs use studs
glued in the fin and nuts (with plastic inserts to prevent them from unscrewing) to bolt the tail feathers to the
fuselage. It’s somewhat handy for transportation and storage but they are also more likely to fail, so my advice
here is to glue them in place while still using the nuts.
Pulling the control surfaces—ailerons, elevator, and rudder (and flaps on some airplanes)—is the easiest way to
check them. They should stay in place. Inspect the hinge gap; is it too big? If so, seal it. The easiest method I’ve
found is to use regular Scotch tape. I always carry a roll in my flight box for repairs at the field (including repairing
holes in the covering caused by landing in the weeds).
Check all linkages: there should be no play or slop. Play or slop in the linkages as well as big hinge gaps can
cause flutter that can in turn destroy the wing, stabilizer, or fin to which it is attached. Although trainers have
smaller control surfaces, moderate speeds of operation, and are not very prone to flutter, it can still
happen—usually after the beginner pilot has soloed and starts performing aerobatic maneuvers with the trainer
model at higher speeds. It happened to me; I lost my trainer due to aileron flutter.
Check all screws. I put Loctite on all metal-to-metal screws—from landing gear to fuselage. Don’t tighten any
engine screws if you are not familiar with the particular engine and its carburetor. Some of these should not be
tight at all while others are torque-and-sequence sensitive.
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All wood screws should be tight, too. Use thin cyanoacrylate glue to harden the holes. First, run the screw in the
hole so it taps it, then remove the screw and put a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue in the hole. Wait for the
cyanoacrylate glue to fully cure and reassemble the part. These include, but are not limited to, servo screws—the
ones that hold the servos to the servo tray—hatches, tail landing gear (most high-wing trainers are not
tail-draggers but use tricycle landing gear and don’t have a tail wheel), main landing gear, etc.
Most RTFs come with already assembled engines and landing gear. Usually they are not properly tightened and
sometimes they become unscrewed and fall in the box. The result is a model that arrives at the field with screws
missing or not tightened. Beginners are not knowledgeable enough to notice or even know how many screws
should be used, and are mislead by the Ready-To-Fly advertisement of the product they just acquired.
Check the propeller. Is it the proper size for that particular airplane/engine combo? Is it suitable for training?
Small diameter high-pitch propellers provide a lot of speed that is not needed for a trainer model. A typical
propeller for a .40-.46 size engine on a trainer plane is 11 x 5.
Next check to see if the propeller is properly attached to the engine crankshaft. The propeller nut should be
tight—very tight. The modern engines have hardened crankshafts and use hardened propeller nuts, so don’t be
afraid to tighten it. With an electric starter, from a safety and ease point of view, a spinner or spinner nut should
be used. It should be tight, too. If the screws holding the spinner cone to the backplate are not tight, the cone will
start to vibrate when applying the electric starter and shatter if it is a plastic one.
Check the center of gravity (CG) of the airplane with an empty tank. An improperly balanced airplane is hard to
impossible to control. If done at the field and it’s windy, try to find a place where the wind will not affect the
airplane’s attitude. Using your fingers is not the most precise method but it works. For most trainers the CG is
located at the main spar. Check the CG with the fuel tank empty. When it’s full, the CG is slightly forward. It’s
easier to fly a slightly nose-heavy airplane than a tail-heavy one. Most of the fuel is gone by the end of the flight,
so the CG goes back to where it was set up with an empty tank.
Check the direction and the amount of control surface deflection. Do not exceed the manufacturer recommended
values—they make the model more sensitive to the controls. That, combined with the inherent tendency of
beginners to over control the airplane, will lead to aggravation from the student. He or she will be constantly
fighting the airplane.
Do a thorough range check with the transmitter antenna fully collapsed and the engine running at idle, half, and
full throttle. You can do it while breaking the engine in (if the engine is new). The servos should not twitch when
you walk up to 30 paces (60 feet) away from the airplane. Twitching servos might be caused by low battery
voltage for the receiver and/or transmitter pack. (Were they charged overnight?)
Break in the engine. ABC/ABN engines normally take one to two tanks before they can run reliably. Ringed
engines take longer. Run the engines on the rich side of the needle valve, especially ringed engines. The
airplane is ready to fly when the engine can idle and transition reliably.
Some engines (Evolution) are advertised as factory broken in. My advice is to take the time to run at least one
tank of fuel through it. After that, if its performance satisfies an experienced pilot, the engine can take an airplane
in the air. Keep in mind that the engine will continue to break in until it burns a gallon or two of fuel. How much
depends on engine design. During that period, the engine will require some readjustment of its needles.
Leave the maiden flight to an experienced pilot. He will fly the airplane and trim it out. He will also readjust the
linkages if necessary when the airplane is back on the ground so the trims can be recentered (if the transmitter is
not a computer one).

Our next meeting is Thursday, May 4.
7:30 p.m., Mather Hospital,
Classroom
Drive south
on Mather
Field Road
from Hwy.
50. Stay
right. Turn
left at first
stoplight
once you
enter
Mather Park. Turn left again at the big jet
to enter the hospital parking lot. Park here.
Walk around to the main entrance on the
east side of the building. Once inside take
elevator to the 4-th floor and look for
Classroom.

Mather Aerospace Modelers, Inc.
10341 Folsom Blvd. # 197
Rancho Cordova, CA. 95670

April
21-22-23/ Bob Francis Memorial Fun Fly @ Salinas Area Modelers,
Chular, CA.
22/ Float Fly - Spaghetti Feed @ Woodward Reservoir - R/C Flyers
Unlimited, Oakdale, CA.
22/ All Electric Fly-in @ Reno R/C, Reno, NV.
22-23/ IMAC @ Wavemasters R/C, Hollister, CA.
22-23/ Pattern @ BARCS, Richmond, CA.

May
5-6-7/ Bud Stie Memorial Float Fly @ Dixon Modelers, Dixon, CA.
CA6-7/ 49er Scale Masters Qualifier @ Woodland-Davis, Davis, CA.
6-7/ Pattern @ Ione, CA.
12-13-14/ IMAA Giant Scale Fly-in @ FRM, Fresno, CA.
13/ Meco Collecto and Swap Meet @ Woodland-Davis, Davis, CA.
17-21/ Red Barons Seaplane Event @ Camp Far West, Sheridan, CA.
20/ 100 Lap Race @ Vaca-Valley R/C, Vacaville, CA.
20/ Race for Gold Warbird Race @ SCCMAS, Morgan Hill, CA.
20/ Opening Day Airshow @ Wine Country Flyers, Healdsburg, CA.
20/ T-34 Race @ Reno R/C, Reno, NV.
20/ Float Fly-Police Athletic League for At Risk Kids-Woodward
Reservoir-R/C Flyers Unlimited, Oakdale, CA.
20/ Electric Fly-in @ SACRC, Union City, CA.
21/ Two Minute Tango Warbird Race @ SAM, Sacramento, CA.
21/ Grand Opening @ Delta VAlley Modelers, Stockton, CA.
25-29/ IMAA Rally of Giants @ Castle Airport, Atwater, CA.
27-28/ Pattern @ Fresno Radio Modelers, Fresno, CA..

